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Bespoke financial
advice for long-term
investors

Dream | Plan | Achieve

The journey is the reward

Why choose a quality Financial planner?
Financial success is achieved by design, rather than by accident.
At Strategy First we work with you to create a big vision around your
financial objectives and then develop a comprehensive and integrated
financial management system to put your plan into action. This
methodology facilitates smart financial decisions, efficient operational
and administrative activity and therefore the best chance of achieving
your preferred financial future.
Our structured process includes planning, strategy design, monitoring,
refinement and review. We believe in a big picture, long-term view and
take a holistic approach to financial advice… we aim to prevent you
from making unnecessary mistakes as well as helping you take steps
towards your financial goals. Our integrated plans include investment
planning, superannuation strategies, retirement planning, estate
planning and of course protection of your wealth.
Achievement of outcomes is equally as important as setting the dreams
and the plans. To focus on final outcomes, we collaborate closely with
other professionals such as your accountant, lawyer and banker to take
your whole financial situation into account. We hope this brochure
gives a sense of our philosophy and approach as well as the specifics
of how we can help you and your family towards your preferred future.
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Our Philosophy

The unique human dimension
We recognise that each person is different and therefore has a different investment approach
based on individual needs and objectives, whether driven rationally or emotionally.
Our philosophy is first to understand you as an individual investor with your unique
perspective in relation to the rewards and risks of investing. We balance out the risk of not
earning adequate returns over time with a structured approach to wise investment choices,
to give you the best chance of meeting your financial goals.

Strategy design
With a thorough understanding of you and your objectives in place, we use our expertise
to design and structure a portfolio that is most likely to achieve your goals.

A structural approach
We focus on the structure of your portfolio rather than on picking highs and lows in the
market. We don’t believe in crystal balls, nor in actively managed portfolios. Academic
research shows that over time, asset allocation has a greater impact on an investor’s
experience than other factors. We therefore focus on getting the structure of your
portfolio balanced over appropriate asset classes to meet your objectives. This gives
greater confidence in achieving strong returns over time.

Diversification and dimension-based investing
Strategic diversification gives you the opportunity for security while also harnessing
opportunities for growth.
We design a structured portfolio based on both Defensive and Growth asset classes,
as well as further diversifying into sub asset classes that match investment dimensions
such as large, value and small companies in both domestic and global equity markets.
This approach decreases expected volatility while also positioning for exposure to
growth opportunities.

Efficiency
We take a comprehensive long-term view on managing both tax and trading costs.
After all, your net return is the key measure of overall success.

Rigour
We construct your portfolio with as much rigour and reliability as we can, understanding
you and your individual needs. The following pages outline our portfolio construction process,
as well as giving more detail on our investment philosophy for different asset classes.
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"Each person is different
and therefore has a
different investment
approach."

Investment Planning

Portfolio construction
The process we use for portfolio construction involves three key steps. First we establish
your risk profile so that we can establish a diversified portfolio of Growth and Defensive
asset classes that will meet your individual needs. Once this broad strategy is established,
we further profile risk and reward factors to carefully select sub asset class allocation.
STEP 1

S T EP 2

S T EP 3

Risk Profile

Asset Class Selection

Risk Factor/Sub-Asset Class

Cash
Cash
D E F E N S IVE
ASSETS
Fixed
Interest
FI NA NC IA L
CA PITA L

Short Term
Fixed Interest
Term Risk
Credit Risk
Direct

Property
Listed - REITS

Domestic
Shares

Value

Global
Shares
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Large
Profitability

G RO W T H
ASSETS

Small
Emerging Markets
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What influences returns?

Asset Class Selection 94%
Security Selection

4%

Market Timing

2%

Asset allocation
Asset allocation is the process of allocating your investment capital and future cashflow to
the main asset classes. These include Australian and international shares, property, fixed
interest and cash.
Strategy First believes Asset Allocation is the key driver of investment returns, which is
based on landmark research by Brinson, Hood and Beebower (outlined in the chart above).
This research concluded the vast majority of a portfolio’s returns are determined by asset
allocation, with only a small portion determined by market timing and security selection.
The research confirmed how you allocate capital to a portfolio is far more important in
determining your experience than market timing (i.e. shifting in and out of asset classes
and/ or securities within an asset class) or security selection (i.e. the actual selection of
individual shares, property and bonds).

How do we determine our asset allocation?
Strategy First believes using past performance as a guide to setting an asset allocation is
often misleading. In fact, if you use past performance as a guide, the opposite will often
occur (i.e. good performance is generally followed by poor performance and vice-versa).

strategyfirst.com.au
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"Your tolerance towards risks and
rewards are often innate, sometimes
influenced by life experiences."
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Risk/Reward Profile
The first step in developing your investment strategy involves understanding more about
your individual requirements. We consider your tolerance towards investment risks; your
stage in life; your objectives and your Human Capital. Risk Tolerance is not always the same
as Risk Profile. Your tolerance towards short and long term risks are often innate, sometimes
influenced by life experiences.
Your Risk Profile relates to the Investment Strategy adopted for your Financial Capital, and
relates to the level of investment risk your capital will be exposed to and the risks you are
seeking to manage.
The most appropriate Risk Profile will take into account your Risk Tolerance as well as other
factors such as the timeframe for the investment strategy (a short timeframe generally
requires a very conservative risk profile) and your Human Capital (the higher your Human
Capital, the greater your potential capacity to financially weather risk).
We define Human Capital as simply the present value of your income from your “exertion”,
taking into account current income (salary, partnership drawings, etc.), expected growth in
this income over your working life and a discount rate such as inflation.
Our Human Capital is often greatest when we commence our working life, simply due to
time. However, our Human Capital can change over time due to other factors such as breaks
in work and greater than expected increases in earnings (as a result of new skills, a change of
industry/career and other factors).
Therefore, Human Capital is often greatest when we have the least amount of Financial
Capital. Financial Capital includes those assets we accumulate that will generally provide
an income stream to augment or replace our Human Capital. It includes investments,
superannuation, business interests and even the expected proceeds from downsizing homes
in the future.

Focus on net returns
A core component of Strategy First’s philosophy is to maximise after-tax returns. We do this
by selecting funds that have low turnover and focus on minimising tax liabilities.
We also achieve this via funds which operate under rules designed to increase the tax
efficiency of the investment return. For example, stocks will generally be held for at least 12
months to qualify for the discounted capital gains tax concessions.
Where a capital gain is realised, the managers will generally sell sufficient stocks in the
portfolio which are trading at a capital loss to offset the capital gains.
In terms of Australian shares, the managers will hold stocks for at least 45 days to be eligible
for franking credits.

strategyfirst.com.au
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SMSF Expertise
Investing for your future
The SMSF market is continuing to grow and develop. Trustees are becoming more
sophisticated in how they use their super. Added to this are the ever-changing regulation
environment that is sometimes left open to interpretation.
As members and trustees, you have a number of roles:
•	Maximising the growth of your benefit via contributions and investment
earnings;
•	Taking advantage of strategic opportunities to grow your benefit and
maximise tax efficiency;
•
Maximise the after-tax estate benefit that can be paid from your fund; and
•
Ensure your fund remains compliant.
With this backdrop, Strategy First has developed a range of services to provide greater
assistance in helping you make the most compliant use of your SMSFs:

SMSF Services
Strategy First offers specialist services tailored to the needs of SMSF trustees:
Service

Benefit

Trust Deed and Investment
Strategy Review

With the ongoing amendments to legislation and ATO rulings, it
is critical your trust deed is up to date to ensure your activities
and objectives are consistent with both your Fund rules and
prevailing legislation.
Additionally, we will help you ensure your Investment Strategy is
consistent with your existing and planned investments.

Contributions Review

This review service will keep track of all amounts that could be
considered contributions to allow you to better plan your annual
contributions.
There are a number of potential pitfalls that can easily trigger an
excess contribution, which could result in tax of up to 93% levied
against contributions.

Total Super Balance Review

This service assits you in maximising tax benefits between Pension
and Accumulation accounts within balance cap requirements.

Estate and Disability Planning
Review

This service will review your SMSF estate plan, together with the
interaction with your non-super estate planning on an annual basis.
Furthermore, we can help you structure your benefit to
maximise the after-tax value of your superannuation death
benefit and potentially provide surviving members with a
considerable tax deduction in the fund.

Comprehensive Review

A full review of your SMSF, including all of the above.

Specialist Technical Advice

We are able to consult on any technical issue that may arise,
whether it relates to compliance or strategy.
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"Trustees are becoming more sophisticated
in how they use their Super."
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Retirement planning
How do you see your future? Many of our clients at Strategy First have a clear picture of
a preferred future that sees the role of work shift from being a necessity to being a choice.
Initially work enables us to fund our lifestyle, support our family, give us a home, and
accumulate our financial capital. Ideally, we get to a stage where we’re able to choose if,
and how much, we work based on passion, mental stimulation, giving back or other
‘higher needs’, rather than just about the money.
Inevitably, at some point in time, our working days will end and because of this certainty,
we need to plan for our retirement.
Retirement planning is based on three goals:
•	Helping you accumulate sufficient financial capital needed to replace your human
capital (money you earn from work) at a time that suits your future goals.
•	Ensuring your financial capital is structured appropriately to optimise your after-tax,
retirement cashflow.
•	Investing your financial capital in a way that is aligned with your risk profile and your
target timeframe.
Our goal is to help you plan for the kind of retirement you’d most prefer to enjoy.

Estate Planning
Do you have preferences for how your estate is distributed to your heirs?
Helping you understand your objectives relating to your estate and its distribution to your
chosen heirs is a vital part of financial planning.
At Strategy First we structure this distribution to make sure we find the right balance
between flexibility (not controlling from the grave), tax efficiency and asset protection for
survivors, as these are often competing factors.
Ensuring your estate plans stay current and appropriate while your surviving children
transition through their life journey is also important to us. Their journey from childhood to
early adulthood to mature adulthood is best free from confusion and unnecessary worry.
We collaborate closely with legal and tax advisers to ensure all relevant considerations are
taken.
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"Ideally, we get to a stage where we’re able to choose
if, and how much, we work based on passion, mental
stimulation, giving back or other ‘higher needs’."

Protecting your wealth
While none of us have absolute control over the future, we do have the opportunity
to develop contingency plans in the event of misadventure. This gives a sense of
security and a safe framework for our personal future and for the future of our loved
ones.
At Strategy First we focus on understanding your current and future financial needs in
the event of death, disability and trauma.
Our advisors closely assess your ability to self-insure against these events and
determine whether there is the need for additional cover, if there is a gap between
need and self-insurance.
We also leverage our experience and expertise to determine the most appropriate
cover, insurer, ownership structure and premium structure to balance cost efficiency
with adequacy of cover, and focus on ensuring other assets are owned appropriately
for asset protection purposes.

strategyfirst.com.au
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Implementation, Monitoring and Review
An integrated approach
As the care-takers of your financial objectives, we work closely with associated professionals,
such as your Accountant, Lawyer, Financier and others to optimize your overall position
taking interest, tax and net returns into account.
Collaboration, communication and cross-checking enable us to co-ordinate and integrate
specialist advice so that we exercise responsibility and give wise advice. This way we focus
on optimizing your net returns after fees and tax, taking your individual family circumstances
into account and leveraging opportunities where possible.

Journey towards Financial objectives
A successful journey towards your goals requires integration of specialist services.

Accountant
SMSF specialist
Lawyer
Banker
Real Estate Agent
Insurance Providers
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Client-first model
Our service is based on understanding your preferred future, your current situation and
developing a strategy to get you there. We suggest products based entirely on your needs
and to this end, we do not accept any commissions from providers. Our revenue is earned
from expert advice and we stand for integrity in the financial planning industry.

Systemised monitoring via Dashboard Reporting
What gets measured gets done, so we have developed a system for tracking financial
performance against your objectives. Your Financial Dashboard automatically populates
from our system and we present a report to you every quarter on your progress. Your
dashboard shows the recommendations and action steps based on our analysis and strategy.
It also outlines what you need to do and what we can do for you. We have also developed a
Dashboard especially for your Accountant to assist with collaboration in terms of gaining the
best possible after-tax results for you.

strategyfirst.com.au
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Let's talk about fees

Wise financial management means focusing on net returns after-tax and fees. The best
structure to optimise your overall outcomes depends on your individual circumstances.
Here are some considerations:

Why are fixed fees better for larger portfolios?
Depending on the size of your portfolio, there may be a significant difference between fees
calculated on a percentage of portfolio size, rather than on a fixed flat fee.
Research shows that average fees range from 0.75% to 0.92%, where the latter is the average
fee charged by firms who charge fees as a percentage of portfolio size. This research also
shows that 80% of firms charge fees of 0.7% p.a. or more.*
Comparatively, Strategy First’s fixed fees represent only 0.3-0.5% p.a. for portfolios over $5
million, if represented as a percentage. In a low return environment, this relatively small
percentage difference in fees can have a significant impact on returns.

Virtual CFO
Paying a fixed fee means we are employed as your virtual CFO – we are accountable to help you
align your financial decisions to your desired objectives, encompassing a broad spectrum of
advice, rather than just portfolio management. This fee means you employ a team to minimise
the burden in managing your financial affairs whilst ensuring you retain control and oversight.
This fee structure means our advice is not influenced by recommendations that maximise the
asset base upon which we could otherwise charge a percentage fee.
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Why does Integrated Financial Management cost less in the long-run?
The way that your wealth is structured affects your overall tax position so it is essential that
your Financial Advisor collaborates closely with your Accountant firstly to set-up your affairs in
the most tax-optimised structures and secondly to maximise after-tax outcomes each financial
year as regulations change.
While it might cost slightly more in planning, the benefit is that you can leverage tax incentives
and reduce obligations where appropriate. Most often, the tax savings outweigh the cost of
planning and collaboration.

Systemised Collaboration
Strategy First produces a Dashboard for the Accountants of our clients for annual review
of your position. This makes it easy for both specialists to have oversight on what the other
party is doing and to be proactive in strategy suggestions.
Some clients find that their Accountant works in a more “reactive” way in their reporting role,
while their Financial Planner is more “proactive” in being on the front foot for strategising for
better outcomes. At Strategy First, we understand and value the expertise of both specialists.
As Financial Advisors, we drive a plan to give you the best chance of achieving your goals, and
we leverage the knowledge of your Accountant to help get you there.

strategyfirst.com.au
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Case Study
Mark* is a retired CEO of an
ASX 100 company. He expects
a high standard of strategic
investment advice as well as
efficient and cost-effective
day-to-day management of
his financial affairs. Mark
requires timely monitoring
and reporting to ensure that
matters are tracking to plan.
He also likes to be on the front
foot to respond to regulatory
changes that might affect his
investment and tax strategies.
In addition to financial
planners, Mark has a panel of
specialists advising him including his accountant, SMSF specialist, private banker, lawyer and
real estate agent and needs these specialists to work together as a cohesive team for overall
successful outcomes.
Having previously had a PA to support him, Mark now also needs the administration and
operational side of his financial affairs taken care of day-to-day. While Mark spends time
travelling and enjoying his retirement, he needs the peace of mind that a professional
strategic and operational team is “on the job” anticipating issues, leveraging opportunities
and ensuring smooth day-to-day operation and administration.

Mark accesses the following expertise:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Integrated financial planning and management
Co-ordination and liaison with specialist advisors
Investment strategy design
SMSF strategy design
Aged Care strategy
Philanthropic initiatives and management
Tax strategy in conjunction with accountant
Manual investment operations
SMSF management in conjunction with accountant and lawyer
Asset protection
Insurances
Estate planning in conjunction with accountant and lawyer
All administration
Correspondence
Documentation
PAYG payments and documentation
Account reconciliation and preparation for Accountant.

Integrated Financial Management

Strategy First Team Members working for Mark:
Senior Adviser

Adviser

Paraplanner

Client Service & Admin

Insurance Manager

How is Mark’s service structured with Strategy First?
Mark enjoys the benefit of personal service and advice from a key Strategy First Adviser who
has been in the business for nearly 15 years. This gives Mark continuity and means that he
does not have to switch Advisors as employees change, as sometimes happens in larger
institutions. Mark also has the benefit of ongoing operational and administrative support
from the client services team.
Mark meets with Strategy First four times a year while the structured system set up between
the parties ensures continuity of financial management:

Annually
• Investment and
Tax Strategy Design (in
conjunction with Accountant)
• Comprehensive Review of
Superannuation portfolio
• Strategy meeting with Mark

Monthly
• Operations and
Administration

Bi-Annually
• Comprehensive
Strategy Review
• Comprehensive
Insurance Needs
Analysis

Quarterly
• Statement of
Position reporting
• Tax Management (PAYG)
Position Review
• Meeting with
Mark

As required
• Strategy and
Operational
Refinement

What is the cost structure for this service?
As Mark has a sizable portfolio, he enjoys significant benefits from a fixed flat fee rather than
a fee calculated on the percentage of funds under management. Moreover, these costs are tax
deductible to Mark, both within super and in his personal name, so he is able to optimise his
after-tax position.
Mark’s fixed fee is based on the time and expertise provided to service his needs. He takes
comfort in the knowledge that no commissions exchange hands and indeed if any providers work
on such a basis, Mark personally receives the rebates credited back to his account.
This structure gives Mark a sense of security that he can trust the advice he has been given
by Strategy First. Mark can also rest assured that there is no risk of hidden costs or mistakes
that otherwise might occur from a situation where commissions come into play. Strategy First
maintains integrity through negotiating fees based solely on the expertise and service delivered.
Mark chooses the level of service based on his needs and on the value provided to him.
* Name changed

strategyfirst.com.au
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We build a partnership...
We build a partnership based on trust, so you can feel confident you have a plan in place to
achieve the objectives that matter to you, both now and in the future. We implement a
structured monitoring and review system to measure success and refine your strategy as the
investment environment changes.

Patrick Anwandter

David Price

Don Foster

Managing Director,
Representative and Financial
Planner

Director, Representative
and Financial Planner

Financial Planner and
Representative

Patrick was named as one
of the Top 50 Financial
Advisers in The Australian
and Barron’s 2017 research.
He is also a Finalist for ifa
Excellence Boutique Advice
Firm and Practice Principal
of the Year for 2017. Patrick
has ranked in the Top 50
Personal Investors by the
AFR Smart Investor
Magazine Masterclass for 7
years running. He has 20
years of experience, with
particular expertise in
SMSF, Wealth Accumulation
and Strategic Planning.
Patrick is celebrated for
achieving the highest mark
in the SMSF Association’s
Professional Certificate.

David is the founding
Director of Strategy First,
starting the business in
September 2005. David is
passionate about his
clients, the Strategy First
team, and the provision of
quality, strategic advice.

Don is a member of the
FPA and has over 25 years
experience. He is skilled in
all aspects of Financial
Planning, including the
areas of Wealth
Accumulation, Pre and
Post-Retirement Planning,
Estate Planning, Investment
Portfolio Advice and
Personal Insurance.
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"Working together for successful outcomes"

Rhys Phillips

Chris Gilmour

Financial Planner

Financial Planner

Rhys is a member of
the SMSF Association
and holds a Diploma
and Advanced Diploma
of Financial Services.
He has been a dedicated
team member since 2010
and is skilled in the areas
of Wealth Management,
Strategic Planning, Estate
Planning, and Portfolio
Management.

Chris has been a part of
the Strategy First team
since 2013. He completed a
Diploma and Advanced
Diploma of Financial
Services (Financial
Planning) and is currently
working towards a CFP
designation as a member
of the FPA. He is passionate
about helping people,
previously working to help
integrate people with
disabilities into society. His
experience encompasses a
broad range of Financial
Planning needs, playing a
key part in the delivery of
our Wealth Achievement
Program.

strategyfirst.com.au
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Connect
We work with our clients to take a synergistic approach to investing and are happy to offer
a complimentary consultation to establish if a professional partnership will be beneficial.
Our structured process in understanding your needs and your preferred future ensure that we
develop a bespoke plan. Call our advisors on 02 9091 0080 for a complimentary consultation.

strategyfirst.com.au
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Strategy First Financial Planning Pty Ltd
AFSL: 290771
ABN: 69 114 540 528
Grd Floor, Front Suite 55
117 Old Pittwater Road, Brookvale NSW 2100
PO Box 7418 Warringah Mall NSW 2100
Tel: 02 9091 0080
Fax: 02 9939 4730
Email: contact@strategyfirst.com.au
Website: strategyfirst.com.au

